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The Myth Of Nations: The Medieval Origins Of Europe
A scathing indictment of America's failure to keep up with other advanced nations and to achieve its
own most cherished goals. The chapters of the book focus on: the media, the economy and
corporations, foreign assistance and military affairs, health and health care, education, crime and
punishment, the environment, inequality, and more. This is the one book to read this year about
current events and the United States' many recent failures, which have demoted them to the status
of a second-rate nation. The book will be useful for policymakers, journalists, teachers, students,
activists and public speakers, and anyone with an interest in the U.S. today. Drawing on copious
international and domestic evidence, the author shows that America lags significantly behind other
advanced countries in such domains as health care, education, crime, civil liberties, racial and ethnic
equality, environmental protection, foreign relations, and key features of the economy, including
persistent poverty. The gap extends even to some surprising areas: press freedom and democratic
representation. Sieber examines the questions of how and why the peculiar gulf between America's
extraordinary self-esteem and the true state of affairs has evolved. He is concerned with
understanding how the nation's idealized self-image is sustained in spite of overwhelming evidence
of impairment in almost every important domain. In an election year the book is a valuable resource
for assessing the challenges the U.S. faces. Apart from the author's powerful thesis, the book is a
rich compendium of up-to-date statistical data on a variety of issues, presented without either
technical obfuscation or oversimplification. It should therefore be useful to policymakers, journalists,
commentators, teachers, students, activists, public speakers, and anyone wishing to know more
about the true state of affairs in the U.S. today.
The best jobs in Britain today are overwhelmingly done by the children of the wealthy. Meanwhile, it
is increasingly difficult for bright but poor kids to transcend their circumstances. This state of affairs
should not only worry the less well-off. It hurts the middle classes too, who are increasingly locked
out of the top professions by those from affluent backgrounds. Hitherto, Labour and Conservative
politicians alike have sought to deal with the problem by promoting the idea of 'equality of
opportunity'. In politics, social mobility is the only game in town, and old socialist arguments
emphasising economic equality are about as fashionable today as mullets and shell suits. Yet
genuine equality of opportunity is impossible alongside levels of inequality last seen during the
1930s. In a grossly unequal society, the privileges of the parents unfailingly become the privileges of
the children. A vague commitment from our politicians to build a 'meritocracy' is not enough. Nor is it
desirable: a perfectly stratified meritocracy, in which everyone knew their station based on 'merit',
would be a deeply unpleasant place to live. Any genuine attempt to improve social mobility must
start by reducing the gap between rich and poor. PROVOCATIONS is a groundbreaking new series of
short polemics composed by some of the most intriguing voices in contemporary culture and edited
by Yasmin Alibhai-Brown. Sharp, intelligent and controversial, Provocations provides insightful
contributions to the most vital discussions in society today.
In Nazi Germany between the years 1940 and 1944, proof of your Aryan or Semitic roots meant the
difference between life and death. How this inhuman and intrinsically absurd theory of racial
superiority originated and how it took hold of the German imagination makes for a fascinating,
scholarly study. Tracing the origins of the Aryan Myth in the West, the author shows how in the
heyday of nationalism, most European people developed legends glorifying their high born ancestry.
He shows how these legends developed into pseudoscientific theories, which treated Europeans as
the norm and other peoples as inferior--until in 19th-century Germany they culminated in the concept
of a superior Germanic "race" in contrast to the inferior Jewish "race." This cultural study sheds
horrifying new light on the philosophy that "justified" the mass extermination of millions of
"subhumans" during World War II.--From publisher description.
The definitive, bestselling book on the origins of nationalism, and the processes that have shaped it.
Imagined Communities, Benedict Anderson’s brilliant book on nationalism, forged a new field of
study when it first appeared in 1983. Since then it has sold over a quarter of a million copies and is
widely considered the most important book on the subject. In this greatly anticipated revised edition,
Anderson updates and elaborates on the core question: what makes people live and die for nations,
as well as hate and kill in their name? Anderson examines the creation and global spread of the
‘imagined communities’ of nationality, and explores the processes that created these communities:
the territorialization of religious faiths, the decline of antique kinship, the interaction between
capitalism and print, the development of secular languages-of-state, and changing conceptions of
time and space. He shows how an originary nationalism born in the Americas was adopted by popular
movements in Europe, by imperialist powers, and by the movements of anti-imperialist resistance in
Asia and Africa. In a new afterword, Anderson examines the extraordinary influence of Imagined
Communities, and the book's international publication and reception, from the end of the Cold War
era to the present day.
The Myth of Race
Programme, Myth, Reality
A Specter Haunting Europe
Women at the Beginning
Myth of a Guilty Nation
What Happens When Evidence and Arguments Aren’t Enough
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The Myth of Meritocracy
A Novel

This book examines the role of Russian and Serbian nationalism in different modes of dissolution of the Soviet Union and
Yugoslavia in 1991. Why did Russia's elites agree to the dissolution of the Soviet Union along the borders of Soviet
republics, leaving twenty-five million Russians outside of Russia? Conversely, why did Serbia's elite succeed in
mobilizing Serbs in Croatia and Bosnia for the nationalist cause? Combining a Weberian emphasis on interpretive
understanding and counterfactual analysis with theories of nationalism, Veljko Vuja i highlights the role of historical
legacies, national myths, collective memories, and literary narratives in shaping diametrically opposed attitudes toward
the state in Russia and Serbia. The emphasis on the unintended consequences of communist nationality policy highlights
how these attitudes interacted with institutional factors, favoring different outcomes in 1991. The book's postscript
examines how this explanation holds up in the light of Russia's annexation of Crimea.
In these four artfully crafted essays, Patrick Geary explores the way ancient and medieval authors wrote about women.
Geary describes the often marginal role women played in origin legends from antiquity until the twelfth century. Not
confining himself to one religious tradition or region, he probes the tensions between women in biblical, classical, and
medieval myths (such as Eve, Mary, Amazons, princesses, and countesses), and actual women in ancient and medieval
societies. Using these legends as a lens through which to study patriarchal societies, Geary chooses moments and texts
that illustrate how ancient authors (all of whom were male) confronted the place of women in their society. Unlike other
books on the subject, Women at the Beginning attempts to understand not only the place of women in these legends, but
also the ideologies of the men who wrote about them. The book concludes that the authors of these stories were
themselves struggling with ambivalence about women in their own worlds and that this struggle manifested itself in their
writings.
Modern-day Europeans by the millions proudly trace back their national identities to the Celts, Franks, Gauls, Goths,
Huns, or Serbs--or some combination of the various peoples who inhabited, traversed, or pillaged their continent more
than a thousand years ago. According to Patrick Geary, this is historical nonsense. The idea that national character is
fixed for all time in a simpler, distant past is groundless, he argues in this unflinching reconsideration of European
nationhood. Few of the peoples that many Europeans honor as sharing their sense of ''nation'' had comparably
homogeneous identities even the Huns, he points out, were firmly united only under Attila's ten-year reign. Geary
dismantles the nationalist myths about how the nations of Europe were born. He contrasts the myths with the actual
history of Europe's transformation between the fourth and ninth centuries--the period of grand migrations that nationalists
hold dear. The nationalist sentiments today increasingly taken for granted in Europe emerged, he argues, only in the
nineteenth century. Ironically, this phenomenon was kept alive not just by responsive populations--but by complicit
scholars. Ultimately, Geary concludes, the actual formation of European peoples must be seen as an extended process
that began in antiquity and continues in the present. The resulting image is a challenge to those who anchor
contemporary antagonisms in ancient myths--to those who claim that immigration and tolerance toward minorities despoil
''nationhood.'' As Geary shows, such ideologues--whether Le Pens who champion ''the French people born with the
baptism of Clovis in 496'' or Milosevics who cite early Serbian history to claim rebellious regions--know their myths but
not their history.
Modern-day Europeans by the millions proudly trace back their national identities to the Celts, Franks, Gauls, Goths,
Huns, or Serbs--or some combination of the various peoples who inhabited, traversed, or pillaged their continent more
than a thousand years ago. According to Patrick Geary, this is historical nonsense. The idea that national character is
fixed for all time in a simpler, distant past is groundless, he argues in this unflinching reconsideration of European
nationhood. Few of the peoples that many Europeans honor as sharing their sense of ''nation'' had comparably
homogeneous identities; even the Huns, he points out, were firmly united only under Attila's ten-year reign. Geary
dismantles the nationalist myths about how the nations of Europe were born. Through rigorous analysis set in lucid
prose, he contrasts the myths with the actual history of Europe's transformation between the fourth and ninth
centuries--the period of grand migrations that nationalists hold dear. The nationalist sentiments today increasingly taken
for granted in Europe emerged, he argues, only in the nineteenth century. Ironically, this phenomenon was kept alive not
just by responsive populations--but by complicit scholars. Ultimately, Geary concludes, the actual formation of European
peoples must be seen as an extended process that began in antiquity and continues in the present. The resulting image
is a challenge to those who anchor contemporary antagonisms in ancient myths--to those who claim that immigration and
tolerance toward minorities despoil ''nationhood.'' As Geary shows, such ideologues--whether Le Pens who champion
''the French people born with the baptism of Clovis in 496'' or Milosevics who cite early Serbian history to claim rebellious
regions--know their myths but not their history. The Myth of Nations will be intensely debated by all who understood that
a history that does not change, that reduces the complexities of many centuries to a single, eternal moment, isn't history
at all.
The End of the Myth
An Old Testament Myth, Its Origins, and Its Afterlives
The Myth of Judeo-Bolshevism
The Myth Gap
From the American Dream to the American Myth
The Myth of Artificial Intelligence
An Oral History as Told by Jon Stewart, the Correspondents, Staff and Guests
Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism
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The idea that the United States is destined to spread its unique gifts of democracy and capitalism to other countries is
dangerous for Americans and for the rest of the world, warns Godfrey Hodgson in this provocative book. Hodgson, a
shrewd and highly respected British commentator, argues that America is not as exceptional as it would like to think; its
blindness to its own history has bred a complacent nationalism and a disastrous foreign policy that has isolated and
alienated it from the global community. Tracing the development of America s high self regard from the early days of
the republic to the present era, Hodgson demonstrates how its exceptionalism has been systematically exaggerated
and̶in recent decades̶corrupted. While there have been distinct and original elements in America s history and
political philosophy, notes Hodgson, these have always been more heavily influenced by European thought and
experience than Americans have been willing to acknowledge. A stimulating and timely assessment of how America s
belief in its exceptionalism has led it astray, this book is mandatory reading for its citizens, admirers, and detractors.
The church was established to serve the world with Christ-like love, not to rule the world. It is called to look like a
corporate Jesus, dying on the cross for those who crucified him, not a religious version of Caesar. It is called to manifest
the kingdom of the cross in contrast to the kingdom of the sword. Whenever the church has succeeded in gaining what
most American evangelicals are now trying to get ‒ political power ‒ it has been disastrous both for the church and
the culture. Whenever the church picks up the sword, it lays down the cross. The present activity of the religious right
is destroying the heart and soul of the evangelical church and destroying its unique witness to the world. The church is
to have a political voice, but we are to have it the way Jesus had it: by manifesting an alternative to the political,
power over, way of doing life. We are to transform the world by being willing to suffer for others ‒ exercising
power under, not by getting our way in society ‒ exercising power over.
In the 20th century, Europe was haunted by a specter of its own imagining: Judeo-Bolshevism. Fear of a Jewish
Bolshevik plot to destroy the nations of Europe took hold during the Russian Revolution and spread across the
continent. Paul Hanebrink shows that the myth of ethno-religious threat is still alive today, in Westerners fear of
Muslims.
Nations and Nationalism since 1780 is Eric Hobsbawm's widely acclaimed and highly readable enquiry into the
question of nationalism. Events in the late twentieth century in Eastern Europe and the Soviet republics have since
reinforced the central importance of nationalism in the history of the political evolution and upheaval. This second
edition has been updated in light of those events, with a final chapter addressing the impact of the dramatic changes
that have taken place. Also included are additional maps to illustrate nationalities, languages and political divisions
across Europe in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
The Great Myth
The Medieval Origins of Europe
The Dragon, the Mountain, and the Nations
The Legends of King Arthur and Robin Hood
Imagined Communities
Protestants and Self-Reconstruction Nationalism in Korea, 1896-1937
A History of Popular Nationalism
The Myth of the Nation in the Twentieth Century
La Grande Italia traces the history of the myth of the nation in Italy along the curve of its rise and fall
throughout the twentieth century. Starting with the festivities for the fiftieth anniversary of the unification
of Italy in 1911 and ending with the centennial celebrations of 1961, Emilio Gentile describes a dense
sequence of events: from victorious Italian participation in World War I through the rise and triumph of
Fascism to Italy's transition to a republic. Gentile's definition of "Italians" encompasses the whole range of
political, cultural, and social actors: Liberals and Catholics, Monarchists and Republicans, Fascists and
Socialists. La Grande Italia presents a sweeping study of the development of Italian national identity in all
its incarnations throughout the twentieth century. This important contribution to the study of modern
Italian nationalism and the ambition to achieve a "great Italy" between the unification of Italy and the
advent of the Italian Republic will appeal to anyone interested in modern European history, Fascism, and
nationalism. Best Books for Special Interests, selected by the American Association of School Librarians,
and Best Books for Regional General Interests, selected by the Public Library Association
Examines myths concerning dragons and dragon-slaying throughout proto-Indo-European cultures, ancient
Near Eastern and Mesopotamian traditions, Indian mythology, and the Bible.
Futurists are certain that humanlike AI is on the horizon, but in fact engineers have no idea how to
program human reasoning. AI reasons from statistical correlations across data sets, while common sense
is based heavily on conjecture. Erik Larson argues that hyping existing methods will only hold us back
from developing truly humanlike AI.
In this viscerally intense, ethnographically-based work, Claudia Seymour, a former child protection advisor
and human rights investigator for the United Nations, chronicles the heart-wrenching stories of young
people in the Democratic Republic of Congo—young people who live on the front lines of conflict, in
neighborhoods and villages destroyed by war, and on the streets in conditions of poverty and destitution.
Seymour shares her personal journey, one that begins with the will to do good yet ends with the
realization of how international aid can contribute to greater harm than good. The idea of protection and
universalized human rights is turned on its head as Seymour uncovers the complicities and hypocrisies of
the aid world—that in its promotion of “inalienable human rights”, the complex historical and socioPage 3/6
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economic dynamics that lead to the violations of such rights are ignored. The Myth of International
Protection offers a new perspective to reframe how the world sees the DRC, and urges global audiences to
consider their own roles in fueling the DRC’s seemingly endless violence.
Unknown America
Nations and Nationalism since 1780
The Myth of the Military-Nation
Why Working-Class Kids Still Get Working-Class Jobs (Provocations Series)
The Myth of the Nation and the Vision of Revolution
Myths and Little Known Oddities about the Greatest Nation on Earth
The Myth of Nations
The Cultural Origins of a Political Myth in Modern Italy, 1796-1943
How did educated Westerners make an enemy of an inspiration that has changed the lives of billions? Why is nationalism synonymous
with atavism, fanaticism, xenophobia, and bloodshed? In this book, Robert Wiebe argues that we too often conflate nationalism with
what states do in its name. By indiscriminately blaming it for terrorism, ethnic cleansing, and military thuggery, we avoid reckoning
with nationalism for what it is: the desire among people who believe they share a common ancestry and destiny to live under their own
government on land sacred to their history. For at least a century and a half, nationalism has been an effective answer to basic
questions of identity and connection in a fluid world. It quiets fears of cultural disintegration and allows people to pursue closer bonds
and seek freedom. By looking at nationalism in this clearer light and by juxtaposing it with its two great companion and competitor
movements--democracy and socialism--Wiebe is able to understand nationalism's deep appeal and assess its historical record. Because
Europeans and their kin abroad monopolized nationalism before World War I, Wiebe begins with their story, identifying migration as a
motive force and examining related developments in state building, race theory, church ambition, and linguistic innovation. After case
studies of Irish, German, and Jewish nationalism, Wiebe moves to the United States. He discusses America's distinctive place in
transatlantic history, emphasizing its liberal government, cultural diversity, and racism. He then traces nationalism's spread worldwide,
evaluating its adaptability and limits on that adaptability. The state-dominated nationalism of Japan, Turkey, and Mexico are considered,
followed by Pan-Africanism and Nigeria's anticolonial-postcolonial nationalism. Finally, Wiebe shows how nationalism became
integrated into a genuinely global process by the 1970s, only to find itself competing at a disadvantage with god- and gun-driven
alternatives. This book's original answers to imperative questions will meet with deep admiration and controversy. They will also
change the terms on which nationalism is debated for years to come.
Why, with absolutely no idea what Brexit actually meant, did the UK vote for Brexit? Why, rather than vote for the best-qualified
candidate ever to stand as US President, did voters opt for a reality TV star with no political experience? In both cases, the winning side
promised change and offered hope. They told a story voters longed to hear. And in the absence of greater, more unifying narratives,
then true or not, voters plumped for the best story available. Once upon a time our society was rich in stories. They brought us together
and helped us to understand the world and ourselves. We called them myths. Today, we have a myth gap – a vacuum that Alex Evans
argues powerfully and persuasively is both dangerous and an opportunity. In this time of global crisis and transition– mass migration,
inequality, resource scarcity, and climate change - It is stories, rather than facts and pie-charts,that will animate us and bring us
together. It is by finding new myths, those that speak to us of renewal and restoration, that we will navigate our way to a better future.
Drawing on his first-hand experience as a political adviser within British government and at the United Nations, and examining the
history of climate change campaigning and recent contests such as Brexit and the US presidential election, Alex Evans explores: *how
tomorrow’s activists are using narratives for change, * how modern stories have been used and abused, * where we might find the right
myths that will take us forward
Dismantling nationalist myths about how the nations of Europe were born, this text contrasts them with the actual history of Europe's
transformation between the fourth and ninth centuries - the period of grand migrations that nationalists hold dear.
Based on the idea that there is a considerable difference between reality and discourse, the author points out that history is constantly
reconstructed, adapted and sometimes mythicized from the perspectives of the present day, present states of mind and ideologies. He
closely examines historical culture and conscience in nineteenth and twentieth century Romania, particularly concentrating on the
impact of the national ideology on history. Boia's innovative analysis identifies several key mythical configurations and shows how
Romanians have reconstituted their own highly ideologized history over the last two centuries. The strength of History and Myth in
Romanian Consciousness lies in the author's ability to fully deconstruct the entire Romanian historiographic system and demonstrate
the increasing acuteness of national problems in general, and in particular the exploitation of history to support national ideology.
Second-Rate Nation
History and Myth in Romanian Consciousness
Cormac McCarthy and the Myth of American Exceptionalism
The Magic Mirror
The Daily Show (The Book)
The Myth of International Protection
The myth of nations
Myth and National Identity in Nineteenth-Century Britain

In what may well rank as the finest political and intellectual history of the twentieth century, the late J. L. Talmon explores the origins of the
schism within European society between the totalitarians of Right and Left as well as the split between an acceptance of the historical
national community as the natural political and social framework and the vision of a socialist society achieved by a universal revolutionary
breakthrough. This, the third and final volume of Talmon's history of the modern world, brings to bear the resources of his incisive
scholarship to examine the workings of the ironies of totalitarianism as well as the resources of democracy.
The Myth of Development boldly states that the benefits of development, so long promised over the past sixty years, have not come about
for most people. Nor are they going to. State-driven and market-led development models have both failed. Many countries, and their cities
in particular, are collapsing into ungovernable chaotic entities. De Rivero shows that the root of this chaos is not simply economic, but
stems from a much more profound crisis of our way of life and of our unsustainable global urban civilization. Arguing that the 'wealth of
nations' agenda must be replaced by a 'survival of nations' agenda in order to prevent increasing human misery and political disorder, De
Riviero explains why many countries must abandon dreams of development and adopt instead a policy of national survival based on
providing basic water, food, renewable energy, and stabilizing their populations. Featuring a new introduction by the author, this edition
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engages with the latest findings on climate change and assesses the prospects for our species in the decades ahead.
Scholars have become increasingly interested in how modern national consciousness comes into being through fictional narratives.
Literature is of particular importance to this process, for it is responsible for tracing the nations evolution through glorious tales of its
history. In nineteenth-century Britain, the legends of King Arthur and Robin Hood played an important role in construction of
contemporary national identity. These two legends provide excellent windows through which to view British culture, because they provide
very different perspectives. King Arthur and Robin Hood have traditionally been diametrically opposed in terms of their ideological
orientation. The former is a king, a man at the pinnacle of the social and political hierarchy, whereas the latter is an outlaw, and is therefore
completely outside conventional hierarchical structures. The fact that two such different figures could simultaneously function as British
national heroes suggests that nineteenth-century British nationalism did not represent a single set of values and ideas, but rather that it was
forced to assimilate a variety of competing points of view.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete, uncensored history of the award-winning The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as told by
its correspondents, writers, and host. For almost seventeen years, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart brilliantly redefined the borders between
television comedy, political satire, and opinionated news coverage. It launched the careers of some of today's most significant comedians,
highlighted the hypocrisies of the powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys. Now the show's behind-the-scenes gags, controversies, and
camaraderie will be chronicled by the players themselves, from legendary host Jon Stewart to the star cast members and writers-including
Samantha Bee, Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily Show's most prominent guests and adversaries:
John and Cindy McCain, Glenn Beck, Tucker Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes the reader behind the curtain for all the
show's highlights, from its origins as Comedy Central's underdog late-night program to Trevor Noah's succession, rising from a scrappy
jester in the 24-hour political news cycle to become part of the beating heart of politics-a trusted source for not only comedy but also
commentary, with a reputation for calling bullshit and an ability to effect real change in the world. Through years of incisive election
coverage, passionate debates with President Obama and Hillary Clinton, feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative takes on Wall
Street and racism, The Daily Show has been a cultural touchstone. Now, for the first time, the people behind the show's seminal moments
come together to share their memories of the last-minute rewrites, improvisations, pranks, romances, blow-ups, and moments of Zen both
on and off the set of one of America's most groundbreaking shows.
War and Survival in Congo
The Aryan Myth
La Grande Italia
The Origins of Ideological Polarisation in the Twentieth Century
Antecedents of the Dissolution of the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia
The English Nation
Bede's Ecclesiastical History of the English Nation
Myth of the Nation and Vision of Revolution
Dispels the notion that the United States is on a decline by citing similar points in history, from Sputnik to
Obama, that supposedly heralded the notion of a doomed country, but resulted in rejuvenation instead. 17,500
first printing.
Written by Michael Hart, host of the popular weekday Talk Radio program, The Michael Hart Show, UNKNOWN
AMERICA, Myths and little known oddities about the greatest nation on earth, reveals some of the most
fascinating, obscure, and even overlooked facts and common myths about the greatest nation on earth. In this
book you will discover amazing and little known facts and trivia about America, and learn about people and
places that the history books have either forgotten, or completely overlooked. In UNKNOWN AMERICA you will
learn: *Why portraits of the Declaration of Independence are completely wrong *Which is the only state to have
3 Governors in a single day *About the slave that sued for her freedom, and won! *Who "really" invented the
airplane *Which US President had a dog named Satan *Strange strategies and plans used by the US Military
*About the slave that owned slaves *The role IBM may have played in the Holocaust *America's only Gay
President *America's first female President *Why the Rosa Parks Story is all wrong *What Presidential hopeful
wanted John Wayne to be his VP Running mate *Why July 4th is not our Independence day, and what day really is
...And so much more
Born out of crisis a century ago, the Federal Reserve has become the most powerful macroeconomic policymaker
and financial regulator in the world. The Myth of Independence traces the Fed’s transformation from a weak,
secretive, and decentralized institution in 1913 to a remarkably transparent central bank a century later.
Offering a unique account of Congress’s role in steering this evolution, Sarah Binder and Mark Spindel explore
the Fed’s past, present, and future and challenge the myth of its independence. Binder and Spindel argue that
recurring cycles of crisis, blame, and reform propelled lawmakers to create and revamp the powers and
governance of the Fed at critical junctures, including the Panic of 1907, the Great Depression, the postwar
Treasury-Fed Accord, the inflationary episode of the 1970s, and the recent financial crisis. Marshaling archival
sources, interviews, and statistical analyses, the authors pinpoint political and economic dynamics that shaped
interactions between the legislature and the Fed, and that have generated a far stronger central bank than
anticipated at its founding. The Fed today retains its unique federal style, diluting the ability of lawmakers and
the president to completely centralize control of monetary policy. In the long wake of the financial crisis, with
economic prospects decidedly subpar, partisan rivals in Congress seem poised to continue battling over the
Fed’s statutory mandates and the powers given to achieve them. Examining the interdependent relationship
between America’s Congress and its central bank, The Myth of Independence presents critical insights about the
future of monetary and fiscal policies that drive the nation’s economy.
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE A new and eye-opening interpretation of the meaning of the frontier, from early
westward expansion to Trump’s border wall. Ever since this nation’s inception, the idea of an open and everPage 5/6
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expanding frontier has been central to American identity. Symbolizing a future of endless promise, it was the
foundation of the United States’ belief in itself as an exceptional nation – democratic, individualistic, forwardlooking. Today, though, America hasa new symbol: the border wall. In The End of the Myth, acclaimed historian
Greg Grandin explores the meaning of the frontier throughout the full sweep of U.S. history – from the American
Revolution to the War of 1898, the New Deal to the election of 2016. For centuries, he shows, America’s
constant expansion – fighting wars and opening markets – served as a “gate of escape,” helping to deflect
domestic political and economic conflicts outward. But this deflection meant that the country’s problems, from
racism to inequality, were never confronted directly. And now, the combined catastrophe of the 2008 financial
meltdown and our unwinnable wars in the Middle East have slammed this gate shut, bringing political passions
that had long been directed elsewhere back home. It is this new reality, Grandin says, that explains the rise of
reactionary populism and racist nationalism, the extreme anger and polarization that catapulted Trump to the
presidency. The border wall may or may not be built, but it will survive as a rallying point, an allegorical
tombstone marking the end of American exceptionalism.
the medieval origins of Europe
From the Frontier to the Border Wall in the Mind of America
The Antiquity of the Italian Nation
The Myth of America's Decline: Politics, Economics, and a Half Century of False Prophecies
The Myth of Fair Value (and How to Take Advantage of It)
How the Quest for Political Power Is Destroying the Church
A History of Racist and Nationalist Ideas in Europe
Prada stores carry a few obscenely expensive items in order to boost sales for everything else (which look like bargains in comparison). People used
to download music for free, then Steve Jobs convinced them to pay. How? By charging 99 cents. That price has a hypnotic effect: the profit margin
of the 99 Cents Only store is twice that of Wal-Mart. Why do text messages cost money, while e-mails are free? Why do jars of peanut butter keep
getting smaller in order to keep the price the "same"? The answer is simple: prices are a collective hallucination. In Priceless, the bestselling
author William Poundstone reveals the hidden psychology of value. In psychological experiments, people are unable to estimate "fair" prices
accurately and are strongly influenced by the unconscious, irrational, and politically incorrect. It hasn't taken long for marketers to apply these
findings. "Price consultants" advise retailers on how to convince consumers to pay more for less, and negotiation coaches offer similar advice for
businesspeople cutting deals. The new psychology of price dictates the design of price tags, menus, rebates, "sale" ads, cell phone plans,
supermarket aisles, real estate offers, wage packages, tort demands, and corporate buyouts. Prices are the most pervasive hidden persuaders of all.
Rooted in the emerging field of behavioral decision theory, Priceless should prove indispensable to anyone who negotiates.
Altinay examines how the myth that the military is central to Turkey's national identity was created, perpetuated, and acts to shape politics.
Tracing how the ideology of militarism is maintained and its implications for ethnic and gender relations, she considers the challenges facing
Turkey as it moves from being a plural to a pluralistic society.
A groundbreaking study of the foundations of nationalism, exposing its antiquity, strong links with ethnicity and roots in human nature.
Although eugenics is now widely discredited, some groups and individuals claim a new scientific basis for old racist assumptions. Pondering the
continuing influence of racist research and thought, despite all evidence to the contrary, Robert Sussman explains why—when it comes to race—too
many people still mistake bigotry for science.
Who We Are
The Myth of a Christian Nation
The Myth of American Exceptionalism
Non-viable Economies and the Crisis of Civilization
The Myth of Independence
Priceless
Nations
The Myth of Development
The Myth of NationsThe Medieval Origins of EuropePrinceton University Press
This book explores the political uses of Italy's antique past in the early nineteenth century, tracing how anti-romanism was transformed into a
pillar of the nation-building process. It demonstrates the pivotal role played by this ancient heritage in the formation of modern Italian national
identity.
In this reinterpretation of the history of England, Edwin Jones reveals that a false view of the English past, created during the reign of Henry
VIII, became one of the most powerful influences on English outlook and behaviour.
This overview of McCarthy’s published work to date, including: the short stories he published as a student, his novels, stage play and TV film
script, locates him as a icocolastic writer, engaged in deconstructing America’s vision of itself as a nation with an exceptionalist role in the
world. Introductory chapters outline his personal background and the influences on his early years in Tennessee whilst each of his works is
dealt with in a separate chapter listed in chronological order of publication.
Origin Myths from the Amazons to the Virgin Mary
New God, New Nation
Ideological Polarization in the Twentieth Century
How Congress Governs the Federal Reserve
Why Computers Can't Think the Way We Do
The Long History and Deep Roots of Political Ethnicity and Nationalism
Militarism, Gender, and Education in Turkey
Nationalism, Myth, and the State in Russia and Serbia
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